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In the US, other industrialized nations and in those countries that seek to 
emulate and even compete with us old pros, the concept of growth is 
largely a vertical construct. We grow up, capital investment has decreased, 
our economy shows an upward trend, new housing starts are down, high 
stakes testing scores are on the rise, profits are down, there is an up-tic in 
the rate of unemployment, the markets are down. You get the picture.

The vertical growth model implies positive potential but it is extremely 
limited in its ability to accommodate change. Why? Because change isn't 
vertical. It isn't horizontal. It's not even oblique. Change just is. Moreover, 
change is active and dynamic.

The Minneapolis, MN bridge collapse in the summer of 2007 is the perfect 
metaphor for the limitations of the vertical growth construct. When cars first 
drove I-35W and crossed the Mississippi both the highway and bridge were 
new. However pleasant though, the Interstate Highway System was not 
created to make driving easier for the common motorist. It was designed in 
large part for Cold War escape routes and military force movements; some 
stretches were deliberately laid down on very long flat portions of the 
landscape to accommodate aircraft take offs and landings. Despite the 
angst that funded this new nationwide web of concrete, it was a testament 
to our greatness.

But, what happens when the newness wears off? You know the answer: we 
forget about it, ignore it, discard it, or let it go to seed. Like children, we love 
all that is bright, shiny and new. That's what happened in Minneapolis on 
the I-35W Bridge.

There are warnings out everywhere on the state of the infrastructure in 
every county; not just bridges but highways, tunnels, sewers, water 
systems, the thousands and thousands of miles of underground pipelines, 
mines, canals, and even the state of an unhabitable Earth. In response to 
these warnings we hear people, agencies, organizations, businesses and 
governments everywhere say, "We just don't have the money " But we do 



find the money ... for "new" projects or expenditures that are perhaps more 
"sexy", "fun", "exciting", and rife with "signatures of increased growth".

We have the money. The problem is we just don't want to set mature 
priorities. Vertical has very specific limits. And, vertical always implies the 
probability, even the inevitability, of collapse.

There is another more sustainable model: The lateral growth model. You’ve 
heard such phrases as spread the wealth, extend our efforts, broaden our 
influence, distribute our resources, broadcast our message. Examples of 
vertical growth are passively descriptive. Lateral growth is always action 
oriented. An example of lateral growth would be to put as much if not more 
money into the maintenance of the existing infrastructure as we do into the 
design and development of the new.

In 1967, the same year the 1-35W Bridge was built, American folk singer 
Arlo Guthrie said of Alice's Restaurant, "What we need is a movement." 
He's right: In the US, let's call this the birth of the Maintain America 
Movement. Fundamentally, it requires a huge shift from all things bright and 
beautiful to sustaining and maintaining what we have. We, at all 
governmental levels, would, in a mature fashion, ensure that our taxes 
(yes, even new ones) would be dedicated to taking care of what we already 
have. That huge shift I mentioned? It would be in our level of maturity.

The foundation for the Maintain America Movement and for any other 
country's lateral growth movement would be a mandated educational effort: 
any company or partnership wishing to participate or be part of the supply 
chain in this lateral growth model would have to build in educational/
learning components to fund technology and trade schools through out the 
country. In the US that means in all 50 states and the territories.

Naysayers and no-more-taxers will be quick to demand: "Where's the 
economic payback?" In the US, graduates of those schools and education 
programs can work to Maintain America for a lifetime; they'll become 
consumers and taxpayers and homeowners. Business owners and 
investors will (must) pay a fair tax on their profits. Finally, we Americans 
benefit because everyone is buying, selling, making a profit and paying 
taxes with a level of stability never before seen.

History will hold us accountable. In the US, we Baby Boomers, the forever 
young' generation, must face the fact that maintaining what we have is 
mature and responsible behavior. It's a new revolution reinvigorating the 



values we like to say we favor and support. The Maintain America 
Movement can't be out-sourced. Laws to establish the Maintain America 
Movement can be passed. Just imagine: We can again become a model for 
the world and be "proud to be American".

(An abbreviated version of this article appeared Wednesday, August 22, 
2007 in the Rochester, NY Democrat and Chronicle newspaper, Op Ed 
page, 2007-08-22)


